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Vendor Questions CSF Responses 
1. What do you mean by demographic data by training 

providers? Is this beyond what is currently available 
through iPEDS?  

iPEDS data would suffice; however, if you have 
additional information, please include those 
details in your response. 

2. Can you clarify what you mean by “work hours?” Is 
this beyond PT or FT hours?  

FT and PT are acceptable, but if you have job 
opening data with greater granularity, please 
include those details in your response. 

3. Could you add clarity to “creden�al-to-occupa�on 
pipeline”? Is this historic or is it current day? 

Mapping credentials to occupations. Either, but 
if you have both, please acknowledge. 

4. Can you expand on “work culture trends?” Are you 
referring to things such as remote work, 4-day work 
weeks, etc?  

Yes, but this could also be other trends (i.e., use 
of Artificial Intelligence, skills overtaking 
degrees, professional development 
opportunities, employee well-being 
opportunities, and others). 

5. Can you expand upon this request? Are you referring 
to predic�ve modeling for occupa�ons, skills, etc? Or 
is there something further you’re looking for?  

Yes, but if you have additional capabilities, 
please include in your response. 
 

6. Can you provide an example of a factor influencing 
labor market and economic condi�ons to beter 
iden�fy expecta�ons for this request?  

Industry trends, introduction of new technology, 
and other similar factors. 

7. Can you expand on your expecta�ons on real-�me 
updates? Is this referring to the data or updates 
within the pla�orm itself? 

Data that is available as soon as it's created 
and acquired. Both data and updates within the 
platform. 

8. Can you provide an example of what type of 
tool/app you’re hoping to link to? Are you referring 
to SSO? 

There is not a specific example being 
considered at this time; however, we would like 
to know if your product can link for future use.  
No, not specifically referring to SSO. 

  
1. Whether companies from Outside USA can apply for 

this?  
         (like, from India or Canada) 

No 

2. Whether we need to come over there for mee�ngs? Virtual meetings are acceptable.  In-person 
meetings as required. 

3. Can we perform the tasks (related to RFP) outside 
USA? 
        (like, from India or Canada) 

No 

4. Can we submit the proposals via email? No, please submit proposals through the 
following link:  
https://form.jotform.com/240564529779168 
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